To All HHS Parents and Students,
In an effort to safely and efficiently flow traffic to and from Helena High School, we have
designed a campus traffic pattern for parents and students to follow both in the morning and in
the afternoon. You will find 2 maps with this packet. One shows a morning traffic plan and one
shows an afternoon traffic plan. On this page we will explain the traffic flow patterns and
hopefully allow you to understand exactly where you need to go.
We understand that requiring the flow of traffic in some areas to one way only may
inconvenience some, but this plan is in the interest of the safety of everyone on the school
campus, so please plan accordingly.

MORNING TRAFFIC

Car Riders: ALL car riders will be required to follow this specific route in order to drop the
student off at HHS. Proceed on Hillsboro Pkwy. to the south entrance, closest to Hwy. 91. There
will be a police officer directing traffic there. You will turn into the school and be routed along
the front of the building. As traffic flow permits, you will be directed in groups of several
vehicles to open your doors and let the student out. As you leave the front drive of the school,
ALL TRAFFIC will turn right and go up the hill between the school and the football stadium. You
will then turn left and follow the stadium road back to Hillsboro Pkwy. where you will turn
have to turn right towards Highway 52.
Student Drivers: ALL student drivers will be required to follow this specific route. Proceed on
Hillsboro Pkwy. to the roundabout and turn right onto the school drive. If you have an assigned
parking space in Front Parking Lot or Cafeteria Parking Lot, you will turn right as you approach the front of the
school and then right into the parking lot.
If you have an assigned parking space in Back Parking Lot or Gym Parking Lot, then you will continue straight on
the circular drive and turn right into the parking lot where your space is located.

AFTERNOON TRAFFIC

Car Riders: Follow the same route as morning traffic. Again, all exiting traffic will be required to
exit onto Hillsboro Pkwy. via the road roundabout. (Note that due to parents arriving before school that
traffic lines will be backed up onto Hillsboro Pkwy. at times, so please be patient and use caution as we
all try to work together.)

Student Drivers: Student drivers will follow these directions based on what lot they are parked in.
Cafeteria Lot- Exit the lot towards the south end adjacent access to Hillsboro Pkwy. Drivers are not
allowed to exit the campus via the front of the building by the stadium. Drivers from this lot can turn
right or left onto Hillsboro Pkwy.
Front Lot- Exit the lot and drive towards the football stadium. All vehicles will then turn left at the
field house and proceed down the hill towards the roundabout.
Gym Lot- Exit the lot and turn right in front of field house, then left down Stadium Drive between the
football and baseball fields.
Back Lot- Exit the lot and turn right towards the south end of Hillsboro Parkway. Drivers are not
allowed to turn left from this lot. Drivers from this lot can turn right or left onto Hillsboro
Pkwy.

